All Saints’ Church, Cottenham.
Faculty application for projector and screen in the church.
Response to call by DAC on 14th April 2021 for additional information.
1. Location of the projector (1). The DAC suggestion to place as a possible alternative
the projector on the west wall of the nave has had to be rejected by the church on
the grounds of the estimated cost increase of approximately £10,000 for the highpower, long-throw projector that would be required in that location, some 25m
distant from the screen.
2. Location of the projector (2). The church architect, Alexandros Michalitsianos from
Arch:angel met with the wardens in church on Friday 16th April and is strongly in
favour of the DAC recommendation that the projector be mounted onto the plaster
in the wall above the column, rather than directly onto the column. This decision will
be communicated to the contractor once a faculty is granted.
3. Wiring runs. Alexandros further recommended at the meeting that the cable runs for
power and signals must be tight against the tops of the two arches that lead from
the projector to the power source behind the organ. Two attached photographs
explain the situation, where the wiring runs would ideally be on the far-side (north),
with a hole drilled through the plaster of the spandrel panel to take the cable to the
back of the projector. From the floor-level behind the organ, the signal cable would
reach the sound control desk at the west end of the church by following the route of
the other signal cables, that run from the Dias. Also, from that location behind the
organ, a cable run would go to the screen motor assembly via a route hidden behind
the chancel arch.

Projector to be located on the spandrel panel above the left column.

Cable run from projector would reach floor-level via the arches,
to connect to power, or onward to the sound-desk.

